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Introduction

 EMRP MacPoll Project

Goal:

Improve the traceability 

and comparability of 

measurement results of 

current air monitoring 

techniques



Introduction

 What is “zero gas”?

Air or N2 with a specification for relevant impurities to meet the

requirements of European air quality standards for the reference

methods used to measure pollutants in air.

More generally, zero gas is usually a high purity source of the matrix

gas being measured, where components of relevance to the

measurements are present at negligible amount fractions or are 

quantified so as to not cause a systematic bias.



Introduction

 Is there a universal “zero gas”?



Introduction

 Our paper: Zero gas reference standards Anal. 

Methods (2016) 8, 3014-3022

Describes the
problem of 
zero gas

Describes 
current

solutions

Comparison
of generators
and purifiers



Description of the problems

 We need to know the amount of impurities to properly 

assess the uncertainty of measurements.

 Impurities in commercial high purity gases reported 

as a maximum value with no uncertainty.

 Zero air generators and filters degrade with use and 

time.

 There are no reference 

standards for zero gases.



Description of the problems

 How reference gas mixtures are prepared?

H-P Haerri, T Macé, J Waldén, C Pascale, B Niederhauser, K Wirtz, V Stovcik, C Sutour, J 

Couette and T Waldén (2017) Measurement Science and Technology, 28 (3)



Description of the problems

Quantification of target 
components in balance gases is
essential but very challenging
due to:
• The detection limits of 

current analytical techniques.
• The difficulty of establishing

a real zero response against
which to compare.

• Moreover, absolute analytical
methods also require a zero
gas to define the baseline.

Catch 22 situation

To adjust the zero I need a  

reference zero gas 

To obtain a reference zero

gas I need to adjust the zero



Current solutions



Current solutions

 What is currently done at NPL in the field of air quality?

Standard addition method

Purifiers

Analyser

AGS

Applicable to “relative” 

analytical techniques

Circular approach



Current solutions

 What is currently done with absolute spectroscopy?

The capability of these techniques depends on:

• Their limits of detections

• Their traceability to the SI

Project EURAMET 934 provided

guidelines to underpin a future

standard for SI traceability

(TILSAM method)

https://www.euramet.org/Media/docs/projects/934_METCHEM_Interim_Report.pdf



Comparison of generators and

filters
 In field, automated analysers of air pollutants are usually 

zeroed with purified compressed air.



Comparison of generators and

filters
 The three air generator tested in this work complied with 

the requirements of the relevant standards with the 

exception of one of them for NO2.

 The two purifiers met the manufacturer specifications, 

except for CO and filter 2. However, output 

concentrations were below the limits set by the relevant 

EN standards.



Conclusions

 The availability of zero gas reference standards is primarily

limited by the limits of detection of current “absolute”

analytical methods and their traceability to the SI.

 Methods to quantify target impurities in balance gases using

dynamic dilution and metrology grade air or N2 to zero the

analysers has been proved to give good results for air quality

applications.

 Performance of zero gas generators and purifiers meets air

quality EN standards requirements, but need routine

maintenance.

 More demanding applications will require target gas impurities

in zero gas to be more precisely determined but this will only be

achieve in parallel with the improvement in sensitivity of

analytical techniques.




